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Abstract

The Valley of Blenio is located in the Southern part of Switzerland and is well-known for the
beauty of its nature. In order to maintain the natural resources, while ensuring a prosperous
economy for tourism and also for the other sectors like agriculture, forestry and handcrafts, a
long-term perspective and collaboration between stakeholders is essential.
The main goal of the thesis is to understand how resilient the tourism-based economy in the
Blenio valley is and how it can become more resilient. Moreover, the two specific aims are: to
understand the state of collaboration amongst economic actors, which is important to
understand the adaptive and innovative capacities (resilience) of the economy and to
understand whether a more sustainable tourism would be supported by stakeholders, and what
this exactly could mean for the valley in terms of resilience building and economic
development.
The assessment was done using 1. a quantitative Social Network Analysis of 438 enterprises
of Blenio valley to determine if the system is resilient and to understand which the
connections between the relevant players are using the graphical softwares Visone and Gephi,
together with 2. a qualitative design thinking technique, which fosters creativity as it includes
citizens with little or no knowledge about the problem.
From the SNA it resulted that the valley has signs for higher innovative capacity, but as well
indicating lower adaptive capacity to deal with sudden changes. While from the design
thinking workshop, some problems emerged such as the missing hospitality culture,
accommodation facilities and rivalry between municipalities.

Keywords: sustainable tourism, design thinking, innovation, resilience, Social Network
Analysis
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Introduction
The valley of Blenio had been used as a passage toward the Alps thanks to Lucomagno pass.
Acquarossa is the capital city of the valley. Due to a living economy, at the end of the 18th
century a lot of people emigrated to France, England and Belgium. Thanks to the construction
of the Acquarossa thermal baths together with a hospital and a home for elderly people, an
economic recovery was possible. Moreover, at the end of the 50s the building of textile and
watchmaking factories were a positive factor to the economy. Unfortunately, after the
emigration, all the factories closed together with the thermal baths. Nowadays, in Acquarossa
municipality there is a variety of sectors present: the primary sector with a lot of farms, the
secondary sector with craftsmanship and the tertiary sector with health and medical facilities,
cantonal offices and financial ones. Art is also present: Romanesque-medieval churches,
typical restaurants (grotti), ruins of a kiln, the Lottigna ethnographic museum and traditional
Napoleonic militias of Leontica and Ponto Valentino. There are numerous sport associations
and facilities like Blenio Calcio, the Athletic group of Dongio, and the shooting company of
Lucomagno. The ski area of Nara is located in this part of the valley, while the cinema
association is responsible for the ancient cinema work of an architect from Lugano, who was
a student of a famous Finnish architect (Comune di Acquarossa, Cenni generali, 2018).

The municipality of Blenio (Comune di Blenio Turismo, Cosa fare, 2018) offers
different activities to do during all the seasons: Campo Blenio is a ski area used for
snowshoeing and downhill ski. Campra is another ski area for cross-country ski, which is
known both nationally and internationally. During summer, there are nice walking and
mountain-bike paths in the Lucomagno, Greina and Val Carassina areas. There are also sport
centers in Torre and Aquila and a project for a new sport center of climbing and tennis in
Blenio. The interest in mountain bike increased in the last years, for this reason the DMO of
Bellinzona decided to collaborate with the Association Blenio Bike to develop numerous
paths. Art and culture are also present in Blenio municipality: churches, museums like the one
about radio and photography in Campo Blenio, and culture associations like La Fabbrica del
Cioccolato.

The municipality of Serravalle is covered for 85% by woods or unproductive land, and the
percentage of land given to agriculture is important (13%). The following cultural spaces are
present in the valley: cultural atelier Titta Ratti, mineral and fossils museum, the well-known
1

castle of Serravalle (the third most important in Ticino after Bellinzona and Locarno castles),
Case dei pagani (ancient medieval rock carvings), sculptures exhibition, churches and the
wine press Torchio Ludiano (Comune di Serravalle, Cultura, 2014).

An important role is played by patriziati, which are public autonomous entities, which own
public goods such as woods, caves and alpine huts. The Patricians in the Blenio Valley all
together cover 80% of the district's area. The biggest are the general Patriciate of OlivoneCampo and Largario; that of Aquila-Torre and Lottigna and that of Malvaglia. Then there are
the Patricians of Castro, Corzoneso, Ponto Valentino, Leontica, Ludiano, Marolta, Prugiasco,
Dongio, Semione, Buttino and Ghirone.

Figure 1: Map of the valley of Blenio from http://www.masterplan-vallediblenio.ch/
2

Chapter 1: Literature review
This chapter is needed to discuss the current state of research in the field and link this thesis to
the current discussion. The first sub-chapter is about sustainable tourism development,
followed by stakeholder theory, which focuses on the need to involve stakeholders and
finishes with the third part with network governance and its importance to understand
relations of actors in a network.

1.1 Sustainable tourism development
Sustainable tourism development is tourism which considers sustainability in an unlimited
perspective without harming the environment and with the goal of developing the other
activities (Jovičić, 2016). In addition, Amir et al. (2015) affirm that sustainable tourism
development improves the resilience of a community and takes a long-term perspective on
resource use.
As there are conflicting interests among tourism stakeholders, it is fundamental to consider
the ethical implications about the application of norms and principles. However, the
application of sustainable development in tourism is not possible as claimed by Jovičić (2016)
because of the individual interests of each stakeholder. On the other hand, tourism
destinations considered as complex adaptive systems can become reality as they are based on
a more inclusive approach. For this reason, it is essential for a destination to know the existing
tourism network and the non-linear dynamics between the stakeholders in order to avoid
future negative effects. In fact, also Beritelli (2011) stresses the idea that cooperation is
fundamental for sustainable development: it is connected to sympathy and local connections
in a network help cooperative behaviour between individuals.
Sharpley and Telfer (2015) have a similar and critical opinion to the one of Jovičić (2016)
about sustainable tourism, claiming that sustainable tourism’s principles are “vague,
ambiguous yet politically attractive and can be variously interpreted and appropriated to suit
the needs of different organizations and interest groups”. Sustainable tourism should be a
mean to reach sustainable development and not a sustainable development of tourism. The
primary objective has become to allow the long-term survival of tourism instead of focusing
on the effect of tourism to the sustainable development of a destination, which can lessen the
conflicts created from the interactions between the community, tourists and the environment.
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Thus, the focus should be shifted toward the question if tourism is an effective mean to
achieve development.

Some of the problems of sustainable tourism development include (Sharpley and Telfer,
2015): tourism is a fragmented sector composed of different stakeholders and its focus is on
short-term profit goals; tourism depends on the external socio-cultural, political and economic
factors; tourism is the main cause to CO2 emissions as it requires (unsustainable)
transportation; tourists are consumers. Moreover, the future of tourism is unpredictable, for
this reason the UNWTO definition about sustainable tourism: "Tourism that takes full account
of its current and future economic, social and environmental impacts, addressing the needs of
visitors, the industry, the environment and host communities" (UNEP and UNWTO, 2005,
pp.11-12) is contradictory as we do not know which will be the future needs of tourists as

tourism is a dynamic industry. Also Jovičić (2016) claims that only short-term planning is
possible, as there are different accidental events and thus the main challenge for planning
sustainable tourism is the consideration of time.

Sharpley and Telfer (2015) propose a new approach toward sustainable tourism development
which is based on the needs of the community/destination (destination capital framework):
first the local needs should be identified and with respect to these needs, decide which
benefits are looked for. Then an analysis of the destination capitals (human, political, sociocultural, technological, environmental and economic) should be carried out together with the
potential result of those capitals to achieve the benefits sought. This should be done
considering the opportunities in terms of tourism development: markets (countries or specific
segments), products (green tourism, adventure or cultural tourism) and the chances for
international investments. In conclusion, a destination should be able to decide the best form
of tourism development, considering the resources, markets and development needs.

1.2 Stakeholder theory
In order to develop tourism in a sustainable way, stakeholders are important especially since
they come from different supply chains. It is fundamental to decide who the stakeholders to
be considered are and how to make them participate in the planning process. As Donaldson
and Preston (1995) affirm, stakeholders are people who have a legitimate interest in the
organization. There are three perspectives to stakeholder theory:
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-

Descriptive/empirical aspect is used to define some characteristics or behaviour of the
organization. This view is useful to analyse the present, past and future state of the
stakeholders.

-

Instrumental aspect is about the connections between the stakeholders and the goals
achievement.

-

Normative aspect helps to understand the function of the corporation, identifying the
moral or philosophical criteria for the management.

All these aspects underline that there is a need to identify the interest of all stakeholders.
Stakeholder participation can take form of surveys, work groups, written comments, etc. but
they do not allow the same level of participation. Arnstein (1969) identified three categories
of participation: non-participation, degrees of Tokenism and degrees of Citizen Power. Nonparticipation is a superficial form of public participation where stakeholders cannot put any
input and experts explain their decisions. Degrees of Tokenism is about stakeholders having
the opportunity to tell about their interests but have no power to change the decisions made.
Degrees of Citizen Power is when stakeholders can express their interest and also influence
decisions. The most important thing is to involve stakeholders in the planning and
management and that the people who are involved represent the entire local population
(present visitors, future visitors, present host community and future host community). As
Byrd (2007) claims, in order to do this, some elements should be present: fairness, efficiency,
knowledge, wisdom and stability. Fairness means to consider all the stakeholders’ interests
and let the process be perceived as fair. If fairness is present, stakeholders will be more
willing to support the decision. Efficiency considers time and resources used to implement
decisions. Stakeholders should also have the same level of knowledge about the issues to
make informed decisions. Wisdom means using information to forecast what will happen in
the future. Stability is about the decision and development duration. The outcomes of
stakeholders’ involvement are (Byrd, 2007): information and education about subjects, public
values and comments are considered in the decision making, quality and fairness of the
process are ameliorated, new ideas are created, trust intensification, lower conflicts, cost
effectiveness and shared responsibility.

For this reason, DMOs should consider both the tangible elements of the destination
(infrastructure, natural resources, number of rooms etc.), as well as the intangible element,
such as the social component of tourism including the stakeholders’ interests. To measure
5

participation there are some indicators developed by Choi and Sirakaya (2006) for sustainable
tourism development: stakeholder knowledge, perceived impacts of tourism development,
resident demographics, attendance numbers of attractions, occupancy rates, host community
attitudes toward tourism, resident involvement in tourism, presence of resident advisory
board, local participation in planning.

In order to identify stakeholder groups, Social Network Analysis technique is used. In fact,
Scott et al. (2008) affirm that tourism networks are made up of a network of companies which
communicate to develop a service. Information flows between actors are the starting point to
assess structures and connections, and thus letting management to correct weaknesses of the
destination.

1.3 Network governance
Governance is about roles and relations of actors in a network, rules for a policy and also
strategies which involve actors (Cooper et al., 2009). The aim of governance is to influence
collaboration results and it can happen that some stakeholders are more involved than others,
creating peripheral and central actors. As a consequence, not all the stakeholders are
considered significant.
An example is the so-called core-periphery structure, where central actors are perceived more
salient than the periphery. Core-periphery networks are a special type of centralized networks
where the central actors are linked with high density, while the peripheral ones are linked only
to the central ones and not to the other individual in the periphery (Bodin and Crona, 2009).

Competitive advantage of tourism destinations comes not only from resources but from social
networks which enable innovations and thus increase the competitiveness (Cooper et al.,
2009). In fact, networks with informal relationships can rely on trust, reciprocity and
comprehensive governance. In order to develop trust, there is the need of continual interaction
among stakeholders. However, stakeholders can be competitors, and this increases the risk of
sharing knowledge. In this case, cooperation can be successful only if there is a leader who
spreads power and maximises the advantages for the actors. An example can be a DMO
which has a network manager specialised in networking (Van der Zee, et al., 2017). Also,
Volgger and Pechlaner (2015) affirm that DMOs are the actors who can facilitate cooperation
among stakeholders, and the success of DMOs is dependent on their networking abilities. In
fact, as Baggio et al. (2010) claim, in destination management it is fundamental to cooperate
6

and organise activities between the different stakeholders to reach effectiveness from the
various interactions. Governance is about the relationships and how the individuals interact
with each other. Therefore, the entire destination should be considered and not the individual
actors.

The involvement of stakeholders (creation of partnerships and collaboration) in a destination
contributes to sustainable tourism development, effectiveness and profitability, and also
Svensson et al. (2005) affirm that partnerships are positive in all the tourism destinations. On
the other hand, there is the challenge of organizational complexity. In order to be effective,
network coordination should be aimed at stakeholder involvement and participation instead of
top-down approach. Cooperation means working toward the same objective and it can be
achieved using organizational procedures or relational leadership. However, formal power,
money, knowledge and trust are fundamental in networks and should be more emphasized
(Volgger and Pechlaner, 2015).

In a network, if the stakeholders located in the centre of the network are disconnected from
the peripheral actors, there is the need to create an integrated system in order to develop better
tourism experiences (Baggio et al., 2010). Public actors are influential as they have resources,
power and legitimacy over others. Adaptive management style is required, combining an
authoritarian method with a more flexible approach useful to deal with sudden changes.

When managing networks is important to consider both the internal relationships between the
actors involved as well as the relation toward the external stakeholders.
There are three types of tourism networks (Van der Zee, et al., 2017):
1. Participant-governed networks – bottom-up networks connected with informal
relations. The advantage is the enabling of knowledge sharing which stimulates
innovation. While the disadvantage is the lack of powerful coordinator.
2. Organization-governed networks – top-down structure, centralised. The members of
such networks have access to external organizations where they can take part in
decision making.
3. Network administrative organization – it is independent network not so close both to
members and external parties.
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In order to manage networks effectively, it is necessary to align stakeholders on the same
objective and convince them to be part of the network. In addition, transparency and open
communication is important in the organizational part by engaging members in an interactive
way and thus foster trust and collaboration. As a consequence, ties become stronger and this
enables knowledge sharing. External stakeholder management is essential for the access to
resources and being able to influence policy makers.

Governance networks are stable structures where trust can be developed as well as
cooperation can be achieved. Additionally, networks can facilitate learning (both behavioural
and cognitive) and exchange ideas no matter of the hierarchies. Related to the learning
function, a network is also resilient when there is pressure or change, because the knowledge
exchanged between the stakeholders helps (Newig et al., 2010).

Co-management is the concept which embraces all the above-mentioned ideas and it is about
involving stakeholders in the governance process. This concept is difficult to apply, hence
social networks are needed in order to enable the spread of knowledge and information,
efficient distribution of resources, respect of common rules between the individuals involved
and conflict management.
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CHAPTER 2: Methodology

The main goal of the thesis is to understand how resilient the tourism-based economy in the
Blenio valley is and how it can become more resilient.

2.1 Research aims

The aims of the research are:

1. To understand the state of collaboration amongst economic actors, which is important
to understand the adaptive and innovative capacities (resilience) of the economy
2. To understand whether a more sustainable tourism would be supported by
stakeholders, and what this exactly could mean for the valley.

First, it is important to know the existing social network considering the different companies
present on the territory and identify who can be involved and then see if sustainable tourism
development could be an option to increase resilience in the valley.

2.2 Methods of data collection

Primary data are collected, as there are no secondary data available. Some of the advantages
of primary research are (Advantages of Primary Research: Get a First-Hand Experience,
2014):
- accuracy: researchers can be confident that the collected data is a mirror of the real situation
as information is authentic and also more reliable;
- depth: direct data record also the feelings, thoughts and words from respondents and by
going deeper readers can better relate;
- bias: researchers are aware of the bias they bring to the research so that they can avoid
errors. Moreover, the research is not influenced by other people’s mistakes;
- control: there is a lot of control on the purpose data are used for, whom it is gathered by and
from;
- active participation: researcher become active in the procedure of creating knowledge.
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On the other hand, the disadvantages of being involved in primary data collection are the cost
of time that takes to collect the data.
Secondary data present a lot of advantages such as (Veal, 2011, p.187): the researcher does
not need time to collect them as they are immediately available; thus, also cost of collecting is
not existing; experience of people who gathered the data is used; secondary data are based on
big samples; serendipity is facilitated. However, the purpose for collecting the data may be
different from the current one and the manipulation of raw data could not be possible.

For this research, a web-based survey was chosen to collect data: first respondents were
determined based on their email addresses made available online on the websites of the three
municipalities of Blenio, Acquarossa and Serravalle and on the website www.vallediblenio.ch
and sent an e-mail message with the invitation to participate in the research together with the
link with an Internet address to the survey. In this case e-surveys in a fully electronic format
were distributed to respondents using the ONAsurvey Organizational Network Analysis
Survey Tool (www.onasurveys.com) under the payment of a monthly subscription.

As both Christensen et al. (2011, p.57) and Veal (2011, p.273-274) claim, the advantages of
online surveys are the low cost and the reach of a wide audience independently of the
geographic location, and also the possibility of download responses in a spreadsheet. On the
other hand, the access to this type of survey is limited to respondents who can access the
Internet and even if the sending of reminders has no cost, the low respondent rate can become
an issue as the emails may be sent to the junk folder of the potential respondents and also the
fact that anonymity is not ensured as the email is provided. Moreover, multiple entries are
allowed and can become a problem when analyzing the data. Also volunteer sampling can be
an issue when posting the link of the e-survey in discussion groups and people self-select in
the sample, however in this research this problem did not happen.

Contacts were found in the website of the valley of Blenio in the section enterprises, as well
as in the respective municipality websites and also the secretaries of the municipalities were
contacted to obtain more information about contact. To be able to reach the enterprises which
did not provided their email address, a post in the blog of the website www.vallediblenio.ch
was inserted. The Development Agency of Bellinzonese and Alto Ticino.
A reminder email was sent in order to remember respondents to participate in the survey.
10

The traditional mail was not considered because of the high costs.

The questionnaires were made available in Italian, as the research has been conducted in an
Italian speaking place and the respondents speak Italian. ONAsurvey was used to create the
survey.
The scale of the survey was the valley of Blenio in southern Switzerland in the Canton of
Ticino, because it as an alpine mountain destination, it is exposed to a lot of challenges and
therefore after on-site observation the researcher decided to see if sustainable tourism can help
the valley to become more resilient and competitive with respect to the other destinations in
Ticino.
When finishing collecting the surveys, data were processed using Excel and Visone
(www.visone.info) software as well as Gephi (www.gephi.org).
Alike questionnaires have been carried out in the Arctic in the town of Qeqertarsuaq by
ArcAlpNet (Luthe, 2018) a research program on comparative resilience assessment in Arctic
and Alpine communities based on a social-ecological network governance perspective.

Online self-completion questionnaires were used as data collection instruments as the
advantage is that they are designed specifically to be completed by a respondent without
intervention of the researchers collecting the data (Lavrakas, 2008, p.357). Another advantage
is that self-administered questionnaires have a low cost. However, as this type of
questionnaire can be completed without the supervision of an interviewer, a special attention
should be taken in the wording and layout of questions in order to avoid measurement
mistakes (De Leeuw, 2008).

In general questionnaires have the following strengths (Christensen et al., 2011, p.57): cost
saving, perceived anonymity, validity and reliability is high if well designed, closed-ended
questions give exact information to the researcher and are easy to collect and code. However,
there are also some disadvantages, such as: must be short, nonresponse to some questions and
low response rate for mail questionnaires.

For the second step, design thinking was employed as a method as Dorst (2011) affirms that
this type of approach is useful for complex problems which cannot be solved using the
conventional techniques.
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2.3 Social Network Analysis
Social Network Analysis can be used to understand tourism supply chain networks in
mountain regions and analyse the resilience of SES (social-ecological systems), which are
composed of interconnected social, economic and ecological parts (Luthe & Wyss, 2016). If a
system is resilient, it can adapt faster to unexpected changes and foster innovation by social
learning. SNA is a valid tool to individuate influencers in the network, subgroups and
communication principles and it should be used together with incentives for individuals who
are potential leaders and can initiate group action (Crona and Bodin, 2006). This affirmation
confirms what Biggs (2011) says: resilience is caused by human capital and for this reason it
is essential to analyse connections between individuals.

Paulus (2000) claims that intercommunication in groups is a significant source of novelties
and innovation, and Luthe et al. (2012) claim that collaboration in a community can be
measured using the presence and solidity of links between stakeholders. Economic variety
and an organisation which allows stabile, flexible and innovative measures favours resilience.
Luthe and Wyss (2014) affirm that both qualitative and quantitative methods should be used
to assess resilience in tourism and Wyss et al. (2015) claim that resilience can be measured
using cooperation of stakeholders. The factors which increase resilience in tourism
communities are (Sheppard and Williams, 2016):
-

Perception consequences of critical events

-

Position of local governance in increasing resilience: leaders should be accessible and
transparent

-

Socio-ecological resilience enhancing factors

-

Individual factors (spiritual or motivational, cognitive, behavioural, emotional,
physical)

Governance system is the network of actors of the tourism supply chain and as a SES which
are exposed to external factors. Destinations success depends on the management of complex
networks and the collaboration and cooperation between the actors. In order to become more
innovative and increase social learning, destinations should collaborate with other
destinations. In this way, a destination enhances flexibility required for adaptation and
diversity for innovation. Social-ecological systems (SES) are easier to manage thanks to their
small size, but they are less resilient to change. The competitiveness of tourism destinations
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increases with their dimensions: when a destination has larger boundaries, it is more flexible
and creates diverse connections between stakeholders.

To create innovation in a social network, the core actors should be well connected within
them as well as interconnected with the peripheral actors. Studying interaction between actors
who are isolated provide a big contribution (Kelliher et al., 2018). Core actors are essential in
the network, as they support the acceptance and accomplishment of new ideas from the
periphery, as core actors are also linked with other networks and can extend over the two
networks, and consequently allow access to influent actors.
A resilient SES is characterized by both innovative and adaptive capacity and is linked to
coproducing players in the tourism supply chain. To estimate both the innovative and adaptive
capacity of a system, Social Network Analysis (SNA) is used, considering many metrics such
as size, density, centrality, collaboration, position in the community, quality and motivation of
the collaboration and plans for adaptation and development.

Here there is a list of different types of problems for which SNA can be used to find a
solution and as you can notice they are related to the aim of this thesis (Dempwolf & Ward
Lyles, 2012):
1. Coordination, cooperation and trust issues- this problem can be solved by creating or
reinforcing ties between key individuals (“bridging”);
2. Sources, uses and exercise of power issues- for planners it is fundamental to have
network power by considering the network composition and structure of the
relationships between actors;
3. Multiple levels of organization issues- an analysis of the structure is useful here to
know which factors are unique and which common between networks;
4. Informal organization issues- one type of issue is about how to communicate with
existing political organizations, the other type is about the community with the
different stakeholders. SNA is useful to understand planning problems and make these
structures evident.
5. Flows of information and/or transaction costs issues- the flows between planners are
efficient but it is not the case between planners and citizens with informal structures.
Knowledge from both experts and non-experts can be considered to decrease
transaction costs and improve planning.
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SNA can be also used to understand the spatial and social dimensions of the community and
its social capital: planners should consider that social dynamics among actors change over
time when planning spaces and that social capital is about creating value in the relations
between actors and in the structures they develop (how people take advantage of their position
in the network to accomplish their goals).
SNA can be applied also to improve public involvement and cooperation: community-based
methods are more efficient here than top-down approaches. Some examples include: networks
of different layers of government, coordination of authorities of the same geographical area
and experts network involvement.

If no stakeholder analysis is performed, there is the problem that only well-connected actors
have power and influence the decision-making process, leaving out marginalised groups.
Reed et al. (2009) identify three steps to analyse stakeholders with the respective methods:
1. Stakeholder identification – using focus groups, semi-structured interviews and
snowball sampling;
2. Differentiation and categorisation of stakeholders – using a top-down or bottom-up
approach;
3. Understanding relationships between stakeholders – SNA, knowledge mapping and
actor-linkage matrices.

SNA identifies which actor is central or marginal and how they are grouped. It is a useful
method to avoid marginalising stakeholders and find representatives considering the structure
of the network. For example, “radical transactiveness” is an alternative method used in the
second step (differentiation and categorisation of stakeholders), which considers peripheral
actors taking into account that they could be more knowledgeable to deal with future
problems.
A network is like a system with nodes (companies, groups) linked by ties (friendship,
agreements, collaboration) (Van der Zee, et al., 2017).
There are both advantages and disadvantages with respect to strong ties in the network: strong
ties between individuals increase sharing and learning and stakeholders influence each other.
However, information is repeated, thus weak ties are the best when considering the creation of
new ideas. Usually weak ties are among dissimilar actors and connect disconnected players of
the network. They can increase resilience and make the community more adaptive to change.
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When individuals are similar can better understand each other but for projects which require
diverse opinions it is better to have diversity. Centralisation is also an issue as only few
people have the power and in the long-term planning it can become a problem. Also Bodin
and Crona (2009) affirm that high centralization is needed for simple issues, while complex
problems need a diverse not so much centralised structure.

Also, Hirschi (2009) supports the idea that the more ties exist, the more trust and
communication there is, and as a result less opportunistic behaviour. This leads to more
success toward a sustainable regional development. However, a diverse structure is better in
the long-term development and ensure competitive advantage. Thus, adaptive governance
with a flexible structure including different levels of society is the best option.
There are two types of ties: bonding ties between actors facilitate cohesion and trust, while
bridging ties allow reach to external resources and help collective actions. Therefore, bridging
ties enhance connectivity and increase productivity and innovation possibilities. Moreover,
this type of ties helps linking different hierarchical level and increases adaptive capacity
(Bodin and Crona, 2009).
Actors can influence the governance process by using the structural position (nodes): the
centrality plays a major role. Actors who have a high number of ties (degree centrality) can
influence positively the other stakeholders. Another type of connection is with many other
actors (betweenness centrality): in this case the actor is a bridge between the others. However,
having a promising position might not result in high influence, but if it is combined with
authority level, actors will perceive it as influential in the decision-making process. A deeper
analysis of central actors (age, education, hierarchical position, wealth) can show which
characteristics are shared by those actors and thus understand better the elements which
influence governance.

Heterogeneity and interdependence between individuals are essential in the planning process
as “network power” can be created and improves the system.
Another aspect of SNA is about how actors’ awareness of the network can change their
behaviour and also the network structure. Actors are represented by dots or nodes connected
through lines which symbolize the relations between the individuals.
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In SNA it is important to consider both technical (what actors know) and relational (who they
know) knowledge. Communities have different layers and a comprehension about them is
important to manage resilience during crisis.
The advantages of SNA are the understanding of stakeholder connections, who are the
powerful individuals and the peripheral ones. The main disadvantage is time and the need of
special software (Reed et al., 2009).

The following network metrics are used in SNA (Luthe and Wyss, 2016):
-

Size indicates the number of individuals and the connections between them. Bigger
systems are more resilient but smaller ones are easier to handle and deal with changes
(Newig et al., 2010, Luthe and Wyss, 2016). When analysing if elements influence
interaction between companies, type and size of enterprises are strong influencers, on
the other hand geographic place does not influence interaction. (Costa and Baggio,
2009).

-

Density can be a positive feature in networks as a high level of density strengthens
trust between actors and gives opportunity for social control. This decreases costs and
risk of collaboration and enhances respect of mutual norms. Moreover, information is
spread in a more efficient way. However, the disadvantage is that homogeneity of
ideas is high. (Newig et al., 2010, Bodin et al., 2006, Luthe and Wyss, 2016).

-

Centrality is an advantage with respect to solve problems as the information is
exchanged between a small number of actors and they can make decisions in a more
efficient way. However, there is the disadvantage of learning as the other actors are
left apart and do not participate in the process (Bodin et al., 2006). For this reason,
Newig et al. (2010) claim that centralised networks are seen as more efficient if they
have a leader.

-

Betweenness centrality is about the level of modularity in the network, which is about
the aptitude to form multiple groups. High betweenness means dense groups where
local knowledge is easier to share, and perception of changes is stronger (Bodin et al.,
2006).

-

Degree centrality is about the importance of a single node considering the number of
connections it has (Luthe and Wyss 2016, Newig et al., 2010)

-

Closeness centrality shows how easy a stakeholder can reach another actor. If they are
close it means they can better deal with changes as they can coordinate more
efficiently (Luthe and Wyss, 2016, Newig et al., 2010).
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-

Average degree measures the centralization of the network. If it is high, it means that
there is quick collective action. However, this can cause difficulties to adapt and create
lock-in-effects (Luthe and Wyss, 2016).

-

Modularity index Q is a quantitative measure which can explain cooperation and
collaboration, essential factors in a touristic destination (Baggio, 2010). It refers to the
ability to create subgroups where there is dense connection between actors. A high
value of modularity means that there are strong connections in the subgroup. This can
lead to the advantage of innovation and new ideas creation, but also to the
disadvantage of decreasing overall collaboration. A low value, instead indicates that
there is connection outside the subgroup (Luthe and Wyss, 2016). Also Blondel et al.
(2008) used modularity to detect the community structure of networks with a lot of
nodes and understand the quality.

-

Clustering coefficient refers to the ratio of the number of ties which links the
neighbourhood and the maximum number of ties in the neighbourhood itself. If the
cohesion (connections between stakeholders) is high, inhomogeneity is high, then
information is exchanged more quickly, and stakeholders act faster in times of
unexpected changes (Luthe and Wyss, 2016) and when there are various subgroups,
there is diversity of knowledge and more opportunities for actors to interact with each
other, which in turn create tacit knowledge transfer. While, if cohesion is low it means
that there are several subgroups and the density is also low, meaning that collaboration
is difficult to achieve. Therefore, an equilibrium between the right cohesion level and
the existence of subgroups is needed (Bodin and Crona, 2009).

-

Average path length is the shortest connection between two nodes. If this length is
short it means that information flows quickly and reaction to change is faster (Luthe
and Wyss, 2016). Baggio et al. (2010) claim that the more stakeholders’ adaptive
capacity and unity, the more the positive influence in the spreading of information in
the network.

-

Efficiency can be considered from a global point of view or a local one: global
efficiency estimates the ability of the network in general to transfer information, while
local efficiency estimates the ability of a single node to transfer information (Luthe
and Wyss, 2016).
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2.4 Design thinking
As Fisher (2015) affirms, design thinking is an abductive reasoning approach that can be
applied to sustainability science using a transdisciplinary method. In fact, sustainability field
is a mix of social, economic and ecological concerns, for this reason is fundamental to respect
this interrelation among problems, goals, activities and outcomes (Gibson, 2006). A lot of
movements aim at a transformation toward sustainability and agree that the problem of
sustainable development has its origins in the compromise of society’s development aims and
the earth’s environmental boundaries in a long-term perspective (Clark and Dickson, 2003).
Sustainability science is a field of research which aims at improving society’s ability to use
planet’s resources in a way to meet people’s needs and at the same time supporting life and
limit starvation and poverty (Clark, 2007).

The process of design thinking is an answer to a specific need and framing is essential when
considering problematic situations, which are complex and cannot be solved by conventional
methods (Dorst, 2011). From a managerial point of view, design thinking is a valid method to
be more creative and ready for a change (Johansson-Sköldberg et al, 2013). Design thinking is
a procedure which is about interrelated areas which are inspiration, ideation and
implementation: inspiration stimulates the quest for solutions, ideation is the method to create,
improve and examine ideas, and implementation is the step that guides from the project step
into people’s life (Brown and Wyatt, 2010).
The starting point is the problem: for this reason, a pragmatic world knowledge is needed to
be combined together with academic knowledge about a specific problem. Design thinking
increases creativity and defines a clear structure to order ideas. In fact, the core of an effective
design thinking is composed of people, place and process. People should be from different
areas, the place should foster creativity, while process is necessary to use techniques for idea
development. The goal of this method is to create something (object, service, system) and
identify the principle that allow to reach the aim. It is fundamental to understand why it is
difficult to solve the specific problem.
Sustainability considers society, ecology and economy, which are connected with each other.
Therefore, design thinking is an appropriate method as it groups different stakeholders who
work together to find out a solution for the problem. Another characteristic of design thinking
is that it includes common people, without an academic knowledge and this allows to find
solutions which are more user-centred. Everyone can participate in the process and this is
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useful because the problem is seen with an open mind. Another advantage of this method is
cost savings as the citizens create the ideas.
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2.5 Selection of the sample
Respondents were chosen from different sectors such as farming, craftsmanship, association,
credit and insurance, construction, industry, medicine and health, ICT, consultancy, tourism
(comprising the following supply chain sectors: accommodation, gastronomy, transportation,
information, entertainment, activities) and others.
The surveys researched which were the existing collaborations in the last year (2017) on a
first level. While on a deeper level questions about how often the firms interact with each
other, the aim and the result of the collaboration were analysed.
In the decision of the sample, the limitation was the one determined by the email addresses
given on the website and to the municipalities. One respondent from Olivone (Blenio) wrote
an e-mail saying that it is not possible for them to fill in the questionnaire because of time.
Another respondent of the accommodation sector in the municipality of Blenio complained
about the fact that privacy is not assured and that it is too time consuming to complete the
survey as the enterprise collaborates with a lot of companies. However, this actor would be
willing to be interviewed in person, as well as the president of the football team in Olivone,
who did not fill in the survey but wanted to be interviewed. Others like the owner of a
building company in Blenio expressed their happiness to participate in the survey and even
peripheral actors like the following farmer made positive comments in the blog about the fact
that they like this type of approach considering all the sectors in the valley:
“Sono un semplice cittadino, nato e cresciuto in valle, mi fa molto piacere che la nostra valle
susciti l'interesse di una studentessa universitaria, per la sua tesi sul turismo. La lista delle
ditte vallerane ev interessate mi fa capire che un progetto turistico locale coinvolge anche
tutto il resto dell'attività economica, e questo mi piace perché si ottiene un risultato più
completo a beneficio della regione analizzata” - Devittori Alfiero (Blenio Cafè, 2018)

The surveys were performed during April and May 2018 on samples of 438 potential
respondents who have an enterprise in the valley of Blenio.

For the design thinking, seven actors were chosen for the workshop following the criteria to
ensure diversity and that actors:
1. should come from all the municipalities of Blenio, Acquarossa and Serravalle
2. have high, middle and low betweenness centrality measure
3. come from different the sectors
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The design thinking workshop was done in July 2018 in the municipality building of Dongio
(Acquarossa). The place was chosen to facilitate participants to come as it is in the middle of
the valley. For some actors it was not possible to meet all together, for this reason the
researcher had to do individual design thinking sessions with individual stakeholders even if it
was more time consuming compared to meeting all the actors at once, as they could not come
all together to the meeting.

2.6 Design of the questionnaire and design thinking workshop

In the introduction of the questionnaire an explanation was given in order to demonstrate the
objective and to raise awareness about the research and readiness to participate in the survey;
moreover, there was a sentence expressing gratitude to the respondents and one about
confidentiality. At the end of the questionnaire, thankfulness was demonstrated, and
respondents were notified that they will receive the results as soon as the data will be
analysed.
For the construction of the questionnaire, the following rules by Christensen et al. (2011,
p.340-357) were respected: insert short and easy questions, abstain from leading questions,
avoid asking more issues in one question, not use double negatives, decide if closed-ended or
open-ended questions should be used, for closed-ended questions create mutually exclusive
categories (for example the question about age should be: 18-30, 31-50 not 18-30, 30-50), and
create exhaustive categories (e.g. other in the sector type), and to conclude the questionnaire
should be easy to fill in.

For the design thinking approach, the following questions were formulated:
1. What is sustainable tourism?
2. Can you imagine tourism in 2030 in the valley?
3. Can you think of something unique for the territory that can be attractive to people?
4. If, why and how to cooperate more?
5. Imagine your company in 2030: what could be the challenges and solutions
considering it in relation with the valley and other companies?
6. Accessibility: is the valley accessible, for whom, why and how to make it more
accessible?
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The first question was formulated in order to understand what the perception of sustainable
tourism is as it usually differs from academics to practitioners. The second question was a
general one to make actors reflect on the future of the valley. The third one had the aim to
make stakeholders aware of the specificity and DNA of the territory and that this can be used
as an attractor. The fourth question was about cooperation: if this makes sense at all and why
and how to collaborate more. The fifth question was more company centered to make actors
think about what their own challenges can be and how to solve them in relation to the valley.
The last question was about accessibility in all forms.

Most of the stakeholders (five out of seven) were interviewed using the design thinking
method separately. The tourist information center and the cable car company were the only
two actors who did the interview together. The researcher noticed that these two actors were
more proactive in participating and thinking about the future of the valley compared to the
other individually-interviewed actors. For example, the cable car company and the tourist
information center agreed to make a sketch to reply to the question regarding the valley in
2030 (you can see their sketches in Appendix 2).

The individual aims were accomplished thanks to the next components:

-

Aim 1: Understand the state of collaboration amongst economic actors, which is
important to understand the adaptive and innovative capacities (resilience) of the
economy

In order to achieve this aim, a Social Network Analysis was performed using ONAsurvey
Organizational Network Analysis Survey Tool (www.onasurveys.com) and considering 438
enterprises of the valley. The metrics to understand the resilience of the network were
obtained using Visone (www.visone.info) software and Gephi (www.gephi.org).

-

Aim 2: Understand whether a more sustainable tourism would be supported by
stakeholders, and what this exactly could mean for the valley.

A qualitative method of design thinking was employed to achieve this aim: the most
betweenness central actors were chosen from different sectors and were asked questions about
sustainable tourism in order to find a solution to the problems existing in the valley.
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2.7 Limitations
1. Due to a lack of email contacts provided by the municipalities, the Regional
Development Agency and the Registro di Commercio (Registro di Commercio Canton
Ticino, 2018) it was not possible to survey all the enterprises. Convenience sampling
was used because of time and resource limits. Therefore, only enterprises which
provided their email to these institutions participated. As a consequence, small farms
and small actors with no email given were excluded.
2. The questionnaires could have been sent by mail service to the people who did not
have an email, but for costs reasons it was not possible.
3. The questionnaire started with personal questions about demographic data as the
ONAsurvey tool had a standard method for designing the survey. This could have
stopped some respondents from completing the whole survey. Also the third step of
the questionnaire, which required to evaluate the collaborations in terms of the quality,
could have intimidated some respondents especially the ones who selected a lot of
enterprises with whom they cooperate in the second step.
4. Absence of secondary data and studies about sustainable tourism as well as networks,
which would help to comprehend better the current situation.
5. Paid subscription in order to use the professional ONAsurvey tool and download the
data even if used for non-commercial purposes and by students.
6. Further research should be conducted in order to analyse the level of collaboration
with the tourism office of Bellinzona, which is responsible for all the decisions
regarding also the valley of Blenio.
7. Lack of integration of public actors and the existence of high number of peripheral
actors.
8. Challenge in organizing a design thinking workshop due to willingness to participate
of the actors because of holiday reason or because they are the only ones taking care
of the business.
9. Translation of the design thinking workshop is a time-consuming activity and time
could be used to do more interviews.
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CHAPTER 3: Results
3.1 Profile of the respondents
From the demographic questions in the survey, we can understand that 65% of respondents
was male, and 35% female with the majority being in the age cohort of 41-50 and 51-60 years
old. The role the respondents have in the companies is quite high: in fact, the most frequent
role positions are those of owner (27%), manager (23%) and director (12.5%), and being in
that role more than 10 years. Also the educational level of the respondents is quite high: most
of them have a high school diploma, professional education of university degree.
The number of companies operating in the valley of Blenio are 438 in total. 137 were
contacted by email and 50 replied (36% response rate). This is a typical rate as Luthe and
Wyss (2016) state in their article.
The 438 companies of the valley were part of the following 11 sectors:
1. Farming
2. Craftsmanship
3. Association
4. Credit and insurance
5. Construction
6. Industry
7. Medicine and health
8. ICT
9. Consultancy
10. Tourism (comprising the following supply chain sectors: accommodation,
gastronomy, transportation, information, entertainment, activities)
11. Other
As you can see in the pie chart (Figure 1), the majority of all the 438 companies present in the
valley are part of the other sector which includes mechanics, beauty salons and various shops
(26%) followed by the farming sector (20%) and tourism (18%). In the tourism sector we
consider gastronomy, accommodation, entertainment, activities and information.
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Figure 2: All the companies of the valley divided by sectors (%)
From the completed surveys, the majority of the respondents are part of the tourism sector
(30%), followed by other sectors (22%) and associations, medicine and health and
craftsmanship (each 8%). Respondents from ICT and credit & insurance sectors were not
present.
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Figure 3: Sectors of the companies who participated in the survey (%)
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When considering the tourism supply chain, we can notice that most of the businesses are in
the gastronomy (38 companies), accommodation (17 companies) and activities (15
companies).
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Figure 4: Tourism supply chain (%)

Overall, most of the companies are situated in the municipality of Blenio (38%) and
Acquarossa (35%) as you can see from Figure 4.

Municipalities

38%
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27%

Blenio

Serravalle

Acquarossa

Figure 5: Municipality of origin of the companies (%)
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When considering in detail only tourism companies, we can see that the majority of
companies from the activities supply chain are located in Blenio municipality (89%), the same
is valid for the accommodation supply chain with 88% of the companies located in Blenio. In
the gastronomy supply chain, the spread is quite regular between the three municipalities
(34% for Acquarossa, 26% in Blenio and 39% in Serravalle). Most of the entertainment
companies are based in Serravalle (50%), while the information supply chain (represented by
the tourism office in Olivone) is based in Blenio (100%). Regarding the transport companies,
the two cable cars companies are based in Blenio and Serravalle.
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Acquarossa

Serravalle

Blenio

Figure 6: Distribution of tourism companies in the three municipalities (%)

3.2 Network metric analysis
The criteria used to select the actors and to ensure diversity were that actors:
1. should come from all the municipalities of Blenio, Acquarossa and Serravalle
2. have high, middle and low betweenness centrality measure
3. come from all the sectors
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Actor

Supply chain sector

Community

Betweenness

Degree

Closeness

centrality %

centrality %

centrality %

Farm

Farming

Acquarossa

26,17

8.13

0.46

Farm

Farming

Blenio

24.53

7.39

0.43

Building company

Other

Acquarossa

10.22

4.06

0.36

Beauty center

Other

Acquarossa

9.69

4.61

0.39

Sci club

Activities

Blenio

2,42

1.66

0.33

Restaurant

Gastronomy

Acquarossa

0.94

1.12

0.26

Restaurant

Gastronomy

Serravalle

0.38

0.74

0.34

Tourism information center

Information

Blenio

0.05

0.23

0.33

Café

Entertainment

Blenio

0.013

0.27

0.32

Café

Entertainment

Serravalle

0.008

0.16

0.29

Hotel

Accommodation

Blenio

0.007

0.16

0.31

Hotel

Accommodation

Blenio

0.007

0.08

0.26

Cable car

Transportation

Serravalle

0

0.08

0.22

Table 1: Centrality measures of the most betweenness central actors of the valley from diverse
sectors and municipalities coloured by the participation. In red are those who did not
participate, while in yellow are those who participated.
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Figure 7: Participants in the design thinking workshop (the red and yellow nodes represent the
actors who were contacted for the interviews sized according to the betweenness centrality
measure. In red are those who did not participate, while in yellow are those who participated).

Network metric
Size

353/1241

Density

0.02

Average degree

7.03

Modularity index Q

0.275 (8 communities)

Clustering coefficient

0.47

Average path length

2.4

Table 2: Metrics of the analysed network.
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The network measures are compared to the paper of Luthe and Wyss (2016) in order to have a
reference.
Size and density
The size of the final network is very large with 353 nodes (85 actors were deleted as they had
no connections with each other) and 1241 links. However, the density could be low (0.02) and
this could mean that there are less opportunities for collaboration. The advantage of having a
lower density is that diverse and new ideas are created as the actors are separated with each
other.
Centrality and centralization
The average degree of 7.03 is lower if compared to the average results of Luthe and Wyss
(2016). This could mean that the network is not so centralized and thus collective actions
could be moderate and lock-in effects could be avoided.
After analysing the betweenness centrality of the actors, we could say that the most central
actors are in the municipality of Acquarossa and Blenio from the farming, other, construction,
activities and consultancy sectors. This variety of sectors could mean that the municipalities
of Acquarossa and Blenio control the governance of the valley. Also the degree centrality
measures could confirm that Acquarossa’s and Blenio’s actors are the ones with more ties. A
similar situation is with the closeness centrality measures, which are higher for the actors with
the highest betweenness and degree centrality: these actors not only do connect subgroups and
help with the information flow, but also bring their interest into the center and can act faster to
sudden changes and coordinate faster.
Modularity and community structure
The modularity index is higher than the average. There are 8 subgroups, and this could be an
issue as there are strong links within the subgroup and this could reduce collaboration
potential. However, it could be positive in terms of new ideas and innovation.
In order to understand if there is a community structure, a modularity analysis was performed
as a tool to detect the innovative capacities of the network. As Luthe and Wyss (2016) did, the
method suggested by Blondel et al. (2008) with the Louvain0 modularity detection was used
together with an implementation in Gephi in order to algorithmically detect a possible
community structure of the networks. In this case there are 8 subgroups and it could be a sign
that there is a core-periphery structure as the central actors such as the two farms in
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Acquarossa and Blenio, which are linked with high density, while the peripheral ones are
linked only to the central ones and not to the other individual in the periphery.
Clustering coefficient
The clustering coefficient is lower than the average and this could mean that both the quantity
and speed of information flow is low and thus there could be likely less able to react to
sudden changes (likely less adaptive capacity).
Average path length
When analysing the average path length we can see that it is high, meaning that the speed of
the information flow could be low. This could be a confirmation of the result from the low
clustering coefficient: the actors react slowly to changes and there is no distribution of
information between them.
From the Visone map we can see that the most betweenness central actors (the two arms in
Blenio and Acquarossa, the beauty center in Acquarosa, the building company in Acquarossa
and the farm in Blenio) are the ones with the majority of ties (with the highest degree
centrality) toward the other actors of the periphery. These most central actors connect not only
with other companies of the same sector but also to other sectors, confirming their brokerage
function.
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Figure 8: Structure of the valley of Blenio analysed by betweenness (size and colour) and
labeled by sectors.

From figure 9 we can see also the colour of the links with the highest betweenness centrality:
the most betweenness central actors are connected with each other. For example, the farm in
Acquarossa is connected with the farm in Blenio, the building company in Acquarossa and
the beauty center in Acquarossa.
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Figure 9: Most betweenness-central nodes with the ties coloured based on the attribute
betweenness.
To conclude, the network of the valley of Blenio has innovative capacity and social learning
potential, meaning that it could deal with progressive changes, which demand group action,
innovation and transformation. However, innovative capacity is only one of the prerequisite
of a resilient network. The second requirement is adaptive capacity typical of a centralized
structured network, able to collaborate when there is an unexpected situation thanks to the fast
information flow. Therefore, in order to increase adaptation, the following steps could be
needed:
-

intensification of network density;

-

creation of new ties to improve collaboration;

-

reinforcement of core-periphery connections.

For improving adaptive capacity, we should look at the actors with the highest closeness
centrality who can react better to sudden changes as for example the farm in Acquarossa, the
farm in Blenio, the beauty center in Blenio,the farm in Blenio, the building company in
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Acquarossa, another farm in Acquarossa, a restauration company in Blenio and a restaurant in
Serravalle.
3.3 Design thinking analysis
As the literature affirms (Dorst, 2011 and Johansson-Sköldberg et al, 2013), design thinking is
used to solve a problem in a more creative way, finding solutions which are innovative as
stakeholders come from different areas of expertise and are common people.
Problems were found in an indirect way by asking actors questions and make them think
about the future of the valley in a long-term perspective. Solutions of the problems were
found also by reflecting on the single businesses of each actor in relation to the valley.
In total seven stakeholders took part in the design thinking coming from seven different
supply chain sectors and all the three municipalities:
Actor

Supply chain sector

Community

Farm

Farming

Blenio

Beauty center

Other

Acquarossa

Ski club

Activities

Blenio

Restaurant

Gastronomy

Acquarossa

Turism information center

Information

Blenio

Cafè

Entertainment

Serravalle

Cable car

Transportation

Serravalle

Table 3: Actors who participated in the design thinking
Most of the actors interviewed (the tourism information center in Blenio, the cable car in
Serravalle, the ski club in Blenio, the beauty center in Blenio and the farm in Acquarossa)
agreed that sustainable tourism is about considering the needs of people and nature as well
and also focus on local specificities with a long-term vision. Some of them (the restaurant in
Acquarossa and the Café in Serravalle), however did not have any idea about sustainable
tourism.
From the design thinking it was interesting to see how actors imagine the valley in 2030 (12
years from now): the tourism information center was more positive compared to the other
actors. In fact, it imagined a valley focused on nature, local products, farms, eno-gastronomy,
more typical grotti, independent tourism, a valley with more camping sites, alternative valley,
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bike offers, family’s target. Also the cosmetic center imagined a bright future with an increase
in tourists but underlying that more offer of accommodation, restaurants and transportation
are needed.
On the other hand, the ski club did not see big changes and agreed with the cable car in
Serravalle about the fact that more offers are needed as well as more differentiation and a
focus on niche tourism. The café in Serravalle, the farm in Acquarossa and the restaurant in
Acquarossa saw the future as very uncertain and in a pessimistic way: they would hope that
their businesses still exist in 12 years from now and that the locals would be friendlier with
tourists.
When asked about something unique which can differentiate the valley from the competition,
Valle Malvaglia, dum Luzzone, Greina, Dandrio’s Mill, Nara, thermal baths of Acquarossa
and the Parc Adula were mentioned. The idea is that the territory is what makes the valley
unique but as the ski club noticed, it should differentiate itself from other destinations such as
South Tyrol and focus on a niche tourism.
Cooperation is seen as something good for the valley, but the as the tourism center and Caffè
Bistrot underlined, the municipalities are against each other. However, ASCOBLE, the
association of the municipalities is the first step toward cooperation and now is starting a new
project called Blenio bike for sharing mobility in the whole valley. The only issue is that not
all the actors involved in the working group agree in investing for the future of the project as
they do not see the benefit of it immediately. The café in Serravalle mentioned that actors in
Leventina valley cooperate more than Blenio valley but they are seen as enemies and do not
want to help each other. The restaurant in Acquarossa made the example of a needed
cooperation when organising events: events are organised on the same day in different
villages of the valley and people spread and there are few participants for each event. A
solution could be to make organisers cooperate and organise events in different days so that
there is more offer but all the yearlong. The beauty salon suggested the creation of daily cards
for spa combined with sport shop and bakery for example in order to involve all the
businesses of the valley and give an incentive for tourists to use it. For the center, thermal
baths could have been a good investment and the beauty center could have collaborated with
it.
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When asked questions about challenges and solutions of their own businesses, actors were in
general more proactive in thinking about the future. Innovation was seen as something
necessary as a challenge but also a solution to some problems.
In terms of accessibility, the valley transportation system is seen as efficient. However, a
railway can be created in the future. Online accessibility needs more work. Some of the
respondents underlined that the existing infrastructure is not enough for disabled people and
elderly people, while some others referred to accessibility in terms of prices. Especially, for
disabled people it was said that it is necessary to make paths accessible also in the mountain
not only in the valley itself: in fact, there exist already a path in Acquarossa for disabled along
the river.
Overall, the main problems which emerged from the design thinking workshop were the
following:
1. Lack of hospitality culture in the valley and the missing tourism infrastructure such as
hotels: interviewees reported that they are not as much tourism-friendly as other
people and that this is a problem for the future of the valley if they want tourists.
Infrastructure like hotels are needed as there are only three in Olivone. so that guests
they can stay longer in the valley and avoid in this way day- tourism. Moreover, locals
think that strangers-owned accommodation facilities who do not have a connection
with the valley should be avoided.
2. Economic benefits are not shared among all the different sectors and all the profit goes
to neighboring regions.
3. Long-term vision is missing between actors: stakeholders should understand that in
order to be competitive in the future they should invest now in projects for the valley
with a long-term vision in mind.
4. Rivalry between municipalities which do not understand the importance of
cooperation.
5. Lack of tourism offers to make people spend more time in the valley.
6. Young people escape from the valley in search of work opportunities.
7. There is lack of perception to change the situation, status quo and lack of innovation.
8. No use of new ICT tools to promote businesses.
In order to solve these problems, the following solutions were developed by the participants:
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-

Differentiate from competitors by creating something unique, focusing on niche
tourism and projects which benefit the whole valley like Blenio bike sharing.

-

Workshops are needed between stakeholders in order to make them understand the
benefits and convince them to cooperate more.

-

Offers should be developed to attract tourists to stay in the valley more days focusing
on the history and create storytelling about the past. It is essential for this reason to
have local family run businesses.

-

Innovation potential could be increased if young people are incentivised to go abroad
to make experience and then come back to the valley.

-

To solve the lack of cooperation there is the need of a moderator who is responsible
for social events that maintain functional ties between the municipalities and eliminate
conflicts like what happened in the neighboring village of Faido.

After the design thinking results, one point that is worth investigating is the problem related to
the lack of cooperation between municipalities. In order to make it visible, SNA was used to
show the relations between the various subgroups: as you can see there are 8 subgroups and
actors are from diverse municipalities in each subgroup. However, we can observe that there
are groups with actors from only one municipality as for example the most external subgroup
which has actors from Blenio municipality and most of them are from the farming sector.
Moreover, we can note that there is a missing cooperation between the eight subgroups.
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Figure 10: social network coloured by subgroups (Louvain), shaped by municipality
(triangle for Blenio, circle for Acquarossa and square for Serravalle), in a centrality,
radial layout.

From Figure 11 we can see the links with the most betweenness centrality: the beauty center
in Blenio, the building company in Acquarossa, the consulting company in Blenio and the
farm in Acquarossa are the actors who are the most connected with each other. The beauty
center has a strong connection with the building company and the farm in Acquarossa. While
the farm is linked with the consulting company and the building company. All these
stakeholders come from Acquarossa municipality and these strong links with only actors from
one municipality could be a sign of the rivalry between the municipalities mentioned by some
of the interviewees in the design thinking workshop.
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Figure 11: social network coloured by subgroups (Louvain), shaped by municipality (triangle
for Blenio, circle for Acquarossa and square for Serravalle), in a centrality, radial layout.
Links coloured according to betweenness centrality % measure.
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3.4 Masterplan Valle di Blenio
It is interesting to consider also the Masterplan about the valley which was written in 2015 by
a specific working group part of the development agency of Bellinzonese and Alto Ticino
ERSVB which is responsible for coordinating public and private sectors together with the
associations of municipalities of the Blenio valley ASCOBLE.
The aims of the ASCOBLE association of Blenio valley’s municipalities are (ASCOBLE,
2015, p.1):
a) participation of the municipalities in the region of the three valleys,
b) enhance the promotion and coordination of all the activities to increase economic, social
and cultural growth,
c) enable the collaboration between municipalities, patriziati and associations in the region to
reach objectives of regional and general aims.
The members of the association are the municipalities of Acquarossa, Blenio, Serravalle and
the patriziati.
In the Masterplan it is emphasized that more coordination is needed between the actors in the
valley and it confirms the results from the design thinking:
“Sebbene la struttura istituzionale della Valle di Blenio sia stata riassestata grazie ai
processi aggregativi e sul territorio sia presente un buon sostrato di progettualità, sono
necessari un maggior coordinamento e una spinta di propulsione per garantire l’attivazione
del massimo potenziale di sviluppo.” (Masterplan Valle di Blenio, 2015, p.2)
The ERSVB and ASCOBLE are also aware that hospitality is the vocation of the valley and
the future projects will be judged according to socio-economic effects on the communities.
The plan underlines that 80% of the territory of the valley is owned by patriziati. The natural
attractions are Greina, Nara, Lucomagno and Malvaglia valley as well as two cultural sites
such as the ruins of Serravalle castle and Negrentino church. Regarding the accommodation
facilities, families are the main target and Centro Pro Natura and rustics. Sport is another
main attraction: Campra, Campo Blenio, Valle Malvaglia cable car and Nara are ski
destinations during winter, while Nara and Valle Malvaglia cable car are also used for hiking
during summer. Mountain bike is another sport which helps increasing overnight stays but as
cyclists’ needs are different, specific accommodation facilities should be provided. The
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economy of the valley is based on tourism, natural resources and energy use, as well as local
products and craftsmanship. Culture and traditions are very important parts of the valley and
for this reason, four historical paths were developed by Blenio Tourism.
Repositioning of rural regions
The Canton of Ticino defined a specific program to support peripheral regions based on the
program 2012-2015 for the “development of low development potential
areas”(Riposizionamento delle regioni periferiche, 2016). This program brought to define also
the “low economic potential areas” among which there is the valley of Blenio with the aim to
create local projects which can bring positive economic benefits in medium/long-term
perspective. The department of finance and economy supported the implementation of the
Masterplan Valle di Blenio to track the future development of the Valley. Also during the
period 2016-2019 the Canton defined a new program with three main objectives:
-

Build a vision and destination orientation

-

Launch of projects which are a model for synergy on the regional plan

-

Redoing and complete the touristic offer especially in the accommodation sector
which is missing

This last point shares the opinions of the participants of the design thinking workshop about
the missing accommodation facilities.
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Chapter 4: Discussion
The choice of combining quantitative and qualitative methods proved to be successful and
fulfilled the main goal of the thesis, which was to understand how resilient Blenio valley is
and find solutions to improve resilience. The questionnaire participation rate (37%) and the
number of stakeholders who took part in the design thinking workshop were satisfactory.
-

Aim 1: Understand the state of collaboration amongst economic actors, which is
important to understand the adaptive and innovative capacities (resilience) of the
economy

The SNA was very useful to give a picture of the existing collaboration between stakeholders.
In fact, ONAsurvey provided a graphical representation of the network and Visone tool made
possible to interpret the data. Innovative capacity was demonstrated by looking at the density
measure which is low and facilitates the creation of new ideas in the community. The lack of
adaptive capacity was given by the higher modularity index, the lower clustering coefficient
and the higher average path length compared to the average of similar studies.

-

Aim 2: Understand whether a more sustainable tourism would be supported by
stakeholders, and what this exactly could mean for the valley

A design thinking workshop was adequate to reach this aim. Problems and solutions emerged
in the discussion between the actors and they were creative to think about solutions to the lack
of cooperation such as more meetings and the creation of more tourism offers. Future
scenarios were imagined, and this could help participants think about sustainability and
consider it for their long-term businesses.

When comparing this research with the one of Luthe and Wyss (2016), there are similarities
with respect to the missing collaboration between the municipalities and the existence of a
core-periphery network. One element that was not present in Luthe and Wyss’ paper was
related to qualitative data as they mention in the further research part: in this study qualitative
questions were added in the questionnaire by asking respondents about how often they
cooperate, the aim of the collaboration and if the collaboration was beneficial for them.
However, as it is mentioned in the limitations, not all the respondents answered to the
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qualitative questions as it was time consuming. For this reason, the design thinking approach
was useful and allowed to go more in depth with the questions.
There were some unexpected findings that are worth mentioning. The first one is about the
fact that participants in the workshop mentioned that there is rivalry between municipalities
and SNA demonstrated that all the most betweenness central actors are from Acquarossa and
relate to strong ties within the same municipality and this could be a sign of the rivalry
between municipalities. The second finding is that according to SNA the network has
innovative capacity but in the workshop some of the participants mentioned that innovation is
not present and for this reason they suggested young people to go abroad and come back after
gaining some experience in the valley to bring innovation.
Personal assessment
In my personal view, the thesis methods were appropriate for the goal of the research. In
particular, SNA was useful in order to understand the level of resilience of the valley, while
design thinking to provide solutions on how to improve resilience. The only issue was to
contact people and email surveys are not the best way to do this as in a valley a lot of
inhabitants do not have an email address.
The results both form the SNA and the design thinking workshop were satisfactory to me: the
SNA showed that the resilience of the valley is still not in an optimal condition but needs to
be improved, while the design thinking surprised me in a positive way, as people were willing
to make sketches and imagine future scenarios in an unusual for them way of thinking. They
were able to identify the same problems demonstrated by the SNA and were on the same line
of thought with the Masterplan.
Personally, I think more regular meetings with a design thinking approach are needed and a
clear long-term vision has to be created so that people can work with a goal in mind. From the
people I met, what I understood is that they are hard-working men and women and with a
practical orientation as the mountains taught them to be strong and flexible. The only aspect
where they can improve, in my opinion, is to understand that united they are stronger and this
way of thinking is a key asset for the future of the valley. People are the ones who create
tourism and even if there are challenges, they can survive when they collaborate with each
other. Innovation is not what they lack as my research demonstrated: it is cooperation that has
to be improved and for this problem there is a solution and it resides in the simple but full of
ideas inhabitants of the Blenio valley.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
The objective of the thesis is to understand how resilient the tourism-based economy in the
Blenio valley is and to find whether sustainable tourism is a valid solution for resilience
building and economic development. In the first section of the thesis the literature review was
presented: a definition about sustainable tourism was given, as well as an introduction to
stakeholder theory and also network governance. The second section was about the
methodology including Social Network Analysis and design thinking together with the
analysis of the results. The third part illustrated the findings and the practical results from the
SNA and design thinking. This thesis has an innovative approach to analyse the resilience in a
destination using Social Network Analysis combined with design thinking method.

Research aims
The aims of the thesis are:
1. Understand the state of collaboration amongst economic actors, which is important
to understand the adaptive and innovative capacities (resilience) of the economy
2. Understand whether a more sustainable tourism would be supported by
stakeholders, and what this exactly could mean for the valley.

Primary research was employed in the thesis, giving online questionnaires using the tool
ONAsurveys to the companies of the valley during the months of April and May 2018 on
samples of 438 potential respondents. The first phase consisted of collecting the data and
analysing them, then, in a second phase, grounded on the Social Network Analysis,
participants for the design thinking workshop were selected based on the following criteria:
they came from all the municipalities of Blenio, Acquarossa and Serravalle, had high, middle
and low betweenness centrality measure and were from different the sectors. The design
thinking workshop was done in July 2018 in the municipality building of Dongio
(Acquarossa).

Results
This part summarizes the results of the research in relation to the individual research aims.
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-

Aim 1: Understand the state of collaboration amongst economic actors, which is

important to understand the adaptive and innovative capacities (resilience) of the
economy

Thanks to the Social Network Analysis, the network of the enterprises in the valley was
analysed and it could be said that the valley of Blenio has innovative capacity and social
learning potential to deal with progressive changes, which demand group action, innovation
and transformation. However, in order to be a resilient network, also adaptive capacity needs
to be present in a community, which is about being able to cooperate when there is an
unexpected situation thanks to the fast information flow. In order to demonstrate the
mentioned problem of rivalry between the municipalities from the interviews, SNA was used
to identify the subgroups and the links between them. From this analysis, it emerged that the
most betweenness central stakeholders of the valley come from Acquarossa municipality.

-

Aim 2: Understand whether a more sustainable tourism would be supported by
stakeholders, and what this exactly could mean for the valley

Design thinking workshops were done with the seven most betweenness central stakeholders
coming from different sectors. It resulted that sustainable tourism is perceived as positive,
related to the needs of people and environment, local specificity and long-term vision. For
most of stakeholders interviewed, sustainable tourism means basing tourism on history, nature
and typical elements already present in the valley, which could be more attractive by
marketing them with captivating story-telling. However, the main problems which emerged
from the design thinking workshop were the lack of hospitality culture, missing
accommodation facilities, rivalry between municipalities and lack of tourism offers.
Limitations
There are some relevant limits worth mentioning: the first one is about the fact that
municipalities, the Regional Development Agency and the Registro di Commercio are not
updated with the contacts of the enterprises. Primary data could be gathered regularly to
facilitate the analyisis of the destination over time. From a more practical view, both the tool
ONAsurvey used to create the questionnaire, and also the softwares Visone and Gephi used to
represent the network graphically required a lot of effort to be understood. Regarding the
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qualitative method, arranging the meeting was complex due to the fact that some people were
on holiday and some were not available for work reasons. Moreover, translation of the design
thinking workshop was a costly activity in terms of time for the researcher.
Recommendations
This section is divided in two parts: the first one refers to the practical suggestions, whereas,
the second one gives some recommendations for further research.
Practical recommendations
1. A coordinator/moderator is needed in the valley in order to support where cooperation
is currently lacking and who is aware of the needs of tourists and residents in the
valley.
2. More frequent workshops and design thinking approaches are needed to make
stakeholders meet, discuss and improve collaboration by creating more connections
especially with peripheral actors.
3. Investment in accommodation facilities like hotels and camping sites are needed in
order to satisfy different tourists’ needs and also more offers so that tourists bring
economic benefits to the enterprises and the inhabitants of the valley.
Recommendations for further research
1. More studies about sustainable tourism in the destination could be carried out: it would be
especially helpful to ask also tourists visiting the valley and see what their perception of
sustainable tourism and their behavior is.
2. Research about the competitors of the valley is also needed as this could be an opportunity
for cooperation and revitalize the tourism situation in the valley.
3. An analysis about renowned sustainable tourism valleys and destination should be
conducted in order to look at some successful examples and take some interesting ideas.
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Appendix 1: questionnaire
Buongiorno, sono una studentessa del Master in Turismo internazionale dell'USI di Lugano e
ho deciso di fare la mia tesi di laurea sulla Valle di Blenio. Mi serve il vostro aiuto per creare
una mappa delle relazioni esistenti tra le varie aziende della Valle per poter così capire il
livello di collaborazione attuale.
I dati raccolti verranno usati solo per fini interni di ricerca e verranno anonimizzati.
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Grazie per aver compilato il questionario!
Non appena i dati verranno elaborati verrà informato/a tramite email dei risultati ottenuti.
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Appendix 2: design thinking
Questions:
1. What is sustainable tourism?
2. Can you imagine tourism in 2030 in the valley?
3. Can you think of something unique for the territory that can be attractive to people?
4. If, why and how to cooperate more?
5. Imagine your company in 2030: what could be the challenges and solutions
considering it in relation with the valley and other companies?
6. Accessibility: is the valley accessible, for whom, why and how to make it more
accessible?

Tourist information center in Blenio
1. Sustainable tourism is a responsible tourism which considers the needs of nature and
people, it is different from mass tourism, it reminds me to African countries, wild
forests and eco-sustainable lodges
2. Tourism in 2030 is about nature, try to preserve the nature we have, local products,
farms, enogastronomy, more typical grotti, independent tourism, a valley with more
camping sites, alternative valley, bike offers, families target (90% of tourists are
Swiss-German or German).

3. Two places are unique: Valle Malvaglia because is wild and dam Luzzone because has
the potential to develop climbing
4. Cooperation is good for everyone but the problem is that the municipalities are against
each other. The only good thing is ASCOBLE the association of the municipalities of
the valley. We should cooperate more e.g. bike sharing project there is a lack of global
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vision as some actors want to invest and other are not interested as they do not see the
benefit of it. It is useful to do workshops with different actors.
5. - A first challenge is to position the three valleys: a solution is to understand trends
and USPs.
- A second challenge is to cooperate with the territory involving actively actors, be
present and visible so that municipalities do not feel alone as after the fusion with
Bellinzona there is the feeling that nobody cares about Blenio valley: a solution is do
workshops.
- Another challenge is about the trust issue: the solution is to demonstrate with facts.
- Cantonal limitations and the mandate of the OTR which is only about marketing and
communication is also a challenge and the solution is to change the mentality as there
is no perception between people that there is the need to change the situation.
- Another challenge is to be present in the territory: the solution is that motivation and
initiatives come from ordinary people.
- The last challenge is about doing consultancy.
6. Accessibility is for locals as they are ambassadors for the valley and advertise it to
other people.
To make the valley more accessible there is the need to develop a hospitality culture.
Online accessibility should also be considered, for example find the information and
be visible as tourism is global.

Cable car in Serravalle
1. Sustainable tourism is a tourism with a logic with infrastructures available for tourists.
There is the need of some conditions for tourism to be sustainable. It is about doing
something for the territory.
2. In 2030 tourism in the valley means cooperate with other actors, every single area is
taking care of its small area, more offers, spa, hotels, as now there are only three
hotels in Olivone, there is no hospitality culture, increase the quality of the
infrastructure
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3. Greina as it is well known also internationally.
4. It is normal to cooperate in order to grow, share projects.
We should use the low season, find niches, develop new projects like Blenio bike
which take into consideration the whole valley. OTR helps for the project but
individuals of the valley should create the projects.
5. -A challenge is to make working what there is already in fact he would be happy if the
filovia still exists in 2030.
-Another challenge is to eliminate the closed mentality of people, increase the quality
of the hospitality and management and develop more family run hotels.
- Develop more offers for people who are using the funivia
- Get financial help
- The challenge that now tourism is more flexible and tourists are not staying in one
place for longn period (mobility): he solution would be to use the image, be present
online as internet is the future.
- Create a hospitality culture: young people should make experience abroad, and
innovate the valley as young people give the push for change, do not improvise as in
the past was done.
6. Accessibility to the valley is fundamental as tourism is life and the territory is
magnificent.
Accessibility is for everyone who loves nature and history as this is the added value
for the valley.
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Restaurant in Acquarossa
1. In order to have tourism there should be an offer of accommodation and not like the
present situation.
2. 2030 situation is worst, young people go awaz so there is the need of an expert to find
how to make valley known and organise events and develop Campra.
3. Ski slopes, winter tourism in Nara but there is no infrastructure, thermal baths in
Acquarossa should be supported by the government.
4. There is no cooperation as events are organised in different places at the same day and
people spread in these events but cooperation could help.
5. Clients of the restaurant come from outside the valley as the dishes are unique
6. Accessibility is for disabled people but also for elderly people: for example, there are
few restaurants offering the necessary services in the valley and he is one of the few.
Accessibility is good, paths are well managed.
There is a lack of playground for children, something more modern and educational.

Farm in Acquarossa
1. Sustainable tourism is regional, not about distance.
2. The future is with less people, more reduced, it would be fine if in 2030 the situation
is like now. Tourism like scout groups brings benefits to the valley. There is no crisis
for young people as they want to stay in the valley because they are not used to the
quality of life of the cities.
3. Nothing particular.
4. Cooperation is good as people help with each other, municipality pushes tourism.
Parc Adula was seen as a limit for farmers.
His farm does not cooperate with others as it is a family run business and is trying to
be independent.
5. -A challenge is to keep what they have now: the solution is to keep working and have
goals
-Another challenge is to grow and expand the farm as the more fields to cultivate a
farmer has, the more financial help it gets from the Canton.
-Climate change as it is affecting nature.
6. Accessibilty to the valley is good.
Accessibility is for everyone: locals, people who wants to come to the valley or simply
for whom wants another way of transit different from the highway
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Café in Serravalle
1. No idea about what sustainable tourism is.
2. He sees the colour black as people are not friendly with tourists, the new generation is
more closed minded as the parc Adula project was rejected, standards are very low,
the few hotels are not always opened and there are no hotels in the valley.
3. Thermal baths, nature, climate, position next to Locarno and lake with palm trees, lack
of infrastructure, lack of economic benefits (Disentis on the contrary knows how to
take advantage of the economic benefits especially when an event is organised in the
valley of Blenio and there are no hotels where workers and participants can stay so
they go to Disentis).
4. Leventina valley is seen as a competitor and it cooperates more. In the valley of
Blenio unfortunately there is rivalry and no cooperation.
5. Change of owner in few months: there is no interest to reflect about challenges and
solutions.
6. There is no railway in the valley and this is not good for residents as they should use
the car to go to biasca and then take the train.
Association ski club in Blenio
1. Sustainable tourism is focused on local specificity, respect for people and nature and
long-term vision.
2. In 12 years he does not see big changes, not so many tourists, not so much increase of
quality and no revolution.
3. The territory itself is unique but is not enough as also Alps have it. Differentiation and
niche tourism is fundamental as South Tyrol did. The valley lacks specificity: parc
Adula could have been an opportunity.
4. Cooperation is good. The association cooperates with other ski clubs in the valley for
races and events specially to attract participants and collaborators. Moreover, it
cooperates with OTR for the promotion
5. -A challenge is the change of focus of the association: the solution is no more
competitive races as they are investment for families in terms of time and money, now
is more leisure time with after school activities for children.
-Climate change is also a challenge: the solution is expand the offer with summer
activities.
6. Price accessibility: sell hospitality, have good infrastructure, be visible.
People from the valley do have inferiority complex, they complain about tourism,
economy, there is no spirit of initiative, lack of promotion to Lombardia target, lack of
entertainement figure who presents the activities different from the OTR which is
working on promotion. Locals should participate to tourism in their small piece of
land like in Bern. Lack of tourism education and incentives for enterpreneurs. The
problem with hotels is that they are managed by foreigners and not family run by
locals. Hospitality culture is missing.
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Beauty center in Blenio
1. Sustainable tourism is a kind of tourism which is in balance with the other
activities.
2. In the future tourism will increase and will be appreciated in the valley especially
if the thermal baths of Acquarossa come to function again. The valley has to offer
more hotels, public transportation and offers in general.
3. The uniqueness of the territory is that you find amazing areas all over the valley
such as the watermill in Dandrio and Malvaglia area. Sometimes residents do not
go to the places where tourists go.
4. Collaboration is useful, an example can be coupons, daily cards, combine spa with
backery and sport shop.
5. For the beauty center it would be an opportunity to move to the thermal baths of
Acquarossa and cooperate together. The challenge is to survive and always be
updated.
6. Transport accessibility: need of railway and more public transport which give an
added value. For disabled people it would be a nice idea to create paths in the high
mountains also for them.
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